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This essay is an inquiry on the relationship between
rectonics and the human body. It has been triggered by the
realizarion that in the greek language, in which the term
"recronics" originated, the (earliest) word for the human body is
demas, a derivative of the verb demo: to build. My study is an
investigation ofthe nature of chis relarionship as it unfolds in the
ancient texrs and is manifested in building; indirectly it is a
reminder of a powerful relarionship and analogy rhar has
become oblivious in our modern times, namely the connection
between tecronics and corporeality. If Plato is right and knowledge is a process ofremembering, "reminding" ourselves ofwhar
cectonics used to be once, may help us clarify what it is in the
present. In the Greek language there are two etymological
families thar provide the vocabulary for building: the family
consrructed from the roor Tek"and the one based on the root
drm". Accordingly, [here are two verbs rhat describe the act of
building: tektainoand demo.' Both verbs are used by Homer and
each one of them belongs to a group of technical rerms most of
which can be found unchanged or slightly modified in the Greek
language from Mycenean rimes ro the present. The former
belongs to [he group thar tekton and later architekton (architect)
and of course architektonike(archirecture)come from. The latrer
is [he core word in [he family of terms like domos(house), doma
(room or terrace), dome (structure), oikodomo (build a house or
simply build) and oikodomike (the art of building-architeccure).
Tecronics (and its ancestor tectonike) is of course the
base upon which architecture is built lirerally, meraphorically as
well as historically. Before it was called archi tectonike (architecture) the art of building was called tectonike(tectonics).Tecronics is therefore literally at the roor ofarchitecrure. Therefore, [he
nature and understanding of tecronics influences directly the
nature and understanding of archi-tecronics (architecture) in
anv oeriod of time. Architectonike is the addition of archi to
rectonics. Plato, for example, uses the word architecton (chief
recton, architect) but never archirecture. An architect was the
master ofan art which couldequally
, be called tectonikeor oikododomike. In the ancient greek world, these two building rerms
were often used inrerchangably.
I would like to argue that tectaino and demo both
describe "construcrion" but they stress different aspects of
making. In tectaino the emphasis is on rhe "how" in demo rhe
emphasis is on the "what." Yet both allude to notions that imply
a parallel between body and building. In tektaino the art of
building is undersrood as a genesis, while in demo the outcome
is perceived as a body. A discussion on the technical aspects of
both tecraino and demo is necessary in order ro support my
argument. I will start wirh rhe former.
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It is often the opinion that a tekton was a carpenter, a
joiner working in wood. Yet evidence shows thar this was not
always [he case. It was definitely nor the case in Homeric rimes.
I believe it is correct to say that although a wood-joiner was
probably always a tekton, a tekton was not always a worker in
wood. Tekton comes from rhe Indo-European root teksWsigniFying in its more general sense "to work with an axe, to f a s h i ~ n " . ~
Because of that, it is usually assumed rhar a tekton was a
carpenter. But the Greek equivalent of an axe, thepelekys, was a
roo1 known from prehistorical rimes and used for working both
in stone and in wood.' Therefore, ir seems more accurate to
define a tekton as an arrisan who had to use strong tools in order
to fashion hard materials. Many ancient references, I believe,
confirm such a view. The ancient lexicographers point out that
a stone worker was also a tekton4 Students of Greek building
terminology also consider tekton an artisan working in hard
materials, mainly w o ~ d a n d s t o n e . ~ Ainscription
n
at Eleusis calls
tektones the artisans that fit the plinths.Vn an excerpt from
Basillia B in which the building of David's palace is described,
workers in both wood and stone are called tektons: "Tektones
xylon (wood-tektons) and tektones lithon (stone-tektons) were
sent to build (okodomisan) David's house (oikon)."' And in
Homer, tektones are both the ship-builders and the housebuilders.' It should, therefore, be made clear that, even though
later and especially in Hellenistic rimes a tekton was perceived as
a wood-worker and mainly as a roof-maker, this was not the
original meaning of the word."
Summarizing the above, one may say that a tektonwas
originally an artisan who, pelekys in hand, was shaping hard
materials. He had to proceed in his work by cutting and joining.
Therefore, it was more his way of working rather than the
material used, that defi ned his metier. Tekton's mode ofworking requires a roo1 (the axe) in contrast to working with bare
hands like in molding for example; (platto: to mould is relared
to palamc palm, hand). Unlike the continuity of molding,
rectonics is defined by discontinuiry, by curting first-thus by
the necessity of the axe-and then joining. Tectonics deals with
the arrangement of "distinct units" which are first shaped by the
tekton's tool and [hen placed and joined together by him as well.
This, I believe, explains why a mason-who places and joins
stones together- and a ship-builder who fics planks together are
both called tectones in ancient Greece.
This kind of seemingly anrirhetical dual activity (dividingandconneccing) is whatdefi nes the core oftectonics. This
"tectonic pair" seems to be the same with the primordial pair that
operates in any creation- genesis. It is found in cosmogonic
accounts, in marhematical accounts, in philosophical speculations, as well as in [he discussion and definition ofarr in general.
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As if the process of "coming into being" is understood by the
Greek mind as reflected in, or similar to, the "tectonic process."
O n e can notice, for example, that the basic pair of tectonic
operation is reflected in the two cosmogonic forces that prevail
in most mychs of creation: dividing-separating and joiningbringing together."' It can also be found as the basic pair of
mathematical operations: dividing (diairesis) and adding (prosthesis)." O n e has to be reminded here that in prescientific
Greece, numbers had ontological presence and numerical operations were understood as expressing plurality and becoming.
The same two forces, separating and connecting, portrayed as
Srrife and Love, are found in Empedokles' philosophy operating
in the whole universe.
O n the other hand, the tectonic pair (of cuttingjoining) is found at the basis of every art.The philosophers
suggest that at the base of every art one finds the tectonic
operation ofcutting-shaping and connecting-composing. In the
ontological world of ancient Greece it is the most corporeal of
the arts thar serves as a prototype for understanding the "workings" of art. And the primary operation of "cutting-shaping"
pieces and "building" them into a coherent whole is understood
as the basis of any artistic endeavor.
Tectonic process, therefore, underlines both artistic
creation as well as the greek undersranding ofcreation in general.
It provides a parallel between natural and artificial making.
In tectonics thinking is imbedded in making. This
explains why tektaino, from its early beginning (Homer) means
both "to devise" as well as "to construct." The art of tecton
(tecronics) requires both to plan (in the mind) and to realize
(wirh material). A tecton both conceives and brings into life. As
a matter of fact tektaino is believed to be connected etymologically wirh tikto (to give birth), which also presupposes conception. Indeed, in some early expressions, the word tecton is of
female genre, it is a she. (Aeschylos; Euripides). There are also
cases in which the word tecton is used to indicate a father. (like
in tectonpbyles: father ofthe race; Aeshylos.) It seema that in the
ancient world people perceived parallels between tecronics
(artificial making) and tikto (natural making), as well as between
tektons (builders, constructors, authors) and tekountes (natural
parents).
If in tektaino the art of making is considered a genesis,
in demo the outcome ofthis making is understood as a body. But
before we analyze this side of the rerm, a few technical aspects
should be mentioned. It can again be argued, I believe, that in
demo the emphasis is also on the way of making rather than o n
the material used. It stresses building by layers and (in most of
the cases) building from the ground up." Furthermore, tektaino
and demoare not mutually exclusive but rather complimentary;
they can even be used interchangeably at times. In Homer a
tekton both tektaineiand demei. H e builds ships, houses, halls,
walls, courtyards etc.I3TheHomeric poems are not the first texts
in which the two terms are found. In tablets of the deciphered
syllabic linear B script, dating from Mycenean times (around
1300-1200 B.C.), the following names have been found: T E
K O TO N O (tekton): builder; NA V O - D O M O (naudomos):
builder of ships; T O K O - D O M O (teichodomos): builder of
walls.'4 There are some interesting observations to be made:
from this early age, tektonqualifies aperson working in aspecific
way and it stands by itself. -Domo, on the other hand, exists only
in composite form and it indicates a way of making that is
inseparable form the object ofthis making. In the different -domo

composites, in one single word the maker, the way ofmaking and
the final product are all included. -Domopoints towards conclusion, towards the fulfillment ofthe act ofbuilding, specifying the
completed outcome.
It can be argued, I believe, that while tektonstresses the
"how" in making, -domoemphasizes the "what." This point can
be further supported by observing the different composites that
the two terms generate: Tekton defines an artisan without any
need for further qualification. It is rarely found in composite
form, however a well known exception is arcbi-tekton (chief
builder). In the few cases thar it is used in a c o m ~ o s i t eform it
always indicates the material the tekton is working with e.g.
siderotekton (iron- tekton), chtysotekton (gold-tekton), laotekton
or lithotekton (stone-tekt~n).'~
Therefore. a tekton can be found
linked with the material he is using but never with the final
product ofhis effort. Its composites offer further qualification to
the manner ofhis making: "how and wirh what material." This
is apparent even in the meraphorical phreno-tekton: someone
rhat constructs with his phrenes (mind)." Once again it is the
"material" that is emphasized.
In contrast, -domos (as a person that builds) appears
only in composite form, like oikodomos (house-builder),
teikhodomos (wall-builder), naodomos (temple-builder),
pyr~odomos(tower-builder); the reference is to the built artifact
and the emphasis on the completion of the work. And the
builder cannot be referred to, independently of his built product. It this the notion prevailing., is that the builder must have in
his mind from the start the goal of his making, the image
(however vague) of the wall, the house or the temple he is going
to build. In the act of making" the future ~ r o d u c tis alreadv
envisioned and the whole entity is expressed in the language by
asingleword. Thiswordconnects the builder, the way ofmaking
and the built-artifact.
The emphasis of building-demo to completion, suggested by its composite forms, can be strengthened by an
additional and, one may say, unexpected realization: Among the
many derivatives of demo (domos, doma, domeand others),'- all
ofwhich relate to construction, one also finds demas, the earliest
known greek word for the human body. This "coexistence" is of
double significance.
O n the one hand, the realization that a
linguistic bond once existed between body and building, may
also suggest other types ofconnections between the two. O n the
other hand, one may wonder at the significance of realizing that
it is not only that the human (and animal) body is connected to,
referred to, or understood as an artifact. but even more i m ~ o r tantly that it is the art of building that provides the first rerm
which captures the human body as a rotality. Why, one may
wonder, is the living body expressed by a derivative of the verb
"to build" and in particular the one (demo) that suggests
completeness and totality? This last question is extremely important especially since scholars have doubted the perception of the
human body as a unity in early Greek thought.IRBut I will like
to argue that the existence of the Homeric demas, the human
body as a built artifact, argues for the exact opposite. I intend to
show rhat the very fact that the human bodv is called demas.
which is a derivative of demo (the building term that implies
completion and unity), demonstrates rhat the body was understood as a unified construct. But first a brief discussion about
demas is necessary.
T h e word appears mainly in Homer, rarely in the lyric
and tragic poets and it fades away in later years replaced by
A
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soma.'" Demasexpresses the physical composite that is recognizable as a distinct individual. Poseidon in Iliad "takes on the
likeness ofCalchas, in bodilyfomz, " (eisamanoskalchasi demas) (Iliad
13.45).And when Athena disguises herselfas Mentor, when she
draws near Telemachos "in the likeness ofMentor in demas a n d
in voice': she does not simply look like Mentor, she assumes his
body, she embodies him. (Odyssey, 2, 268). This is the rype of
likeness that the adverbial demas denotes: "in the build of
something else, in asimilar 'bodily s t r ~ c t u r e . ' " ~ "isIprobably
t
an
analogy and a metaphor in the original sense, (meta-phero: carry
over) when to "be like something else" implied ro "be able to
stand in its place," to "fit in its form and assume its substance,"
thus to embody it. It is of great significance, I believe, that it is
demas-the body, aderivative of demo- to build, that expresses this
rype of analogy.
The ancient lexicographers also render demas as the
human body2' and offer the folowingetymological explanations:
"Demax the body; from deo: desmeuo (to bind, tie, fasten, fetter)
because the soul is tied to the body; because the body is the bonds
and the ferters of the soul; or from demo: ozkodomo (to build, to
build houses) since the body is the structure build around the
soul and the place of its dwelling." " The affinities between
dernas-body, demo-build and, deo-tie, point I believe, cowards an
interesting notion: When something is composed of parts, in
order for these parts ro stay together and to compose a unit, a
totaliry, rhey need something to bind them together. In the
living human body, it is the soul that does the binding say the
scholiasts; in a work of art it is achieved with hamzonia (actual
fastening);" or, with "proportions" which, according to the
ancients, are the invisible bonds (desmoz) rhar hold units rogether, these beingartifacts, the human body andeven chewhole
world. Demas provides, 1 believe, the best confirmation of the
undersranding of [he human body as a "uniry in multiplicity."
The very nature of this word (which comes from a verb (demo)
thar implies construction realized by fitting and tying), provides
the most vivid image of the body as a structural composition,
completed by proper adjustments andsecured and unified by the
"binding" of its elements.
The technical Greek vocabulary indicates an abiliry of
the Greek mind to oscillate between rhe concrete and the
abscracr. It also shows a tendency to pair (and compare) artificial
making with natural making (root tek) and built- artifact with
living body (root dem). As if the one could help explain and
illuminate the other. These connections and associations are nor
only suggested by the etymology but they can also be encountered in many of the ancient rexts. They are found in both
Homer and Plato. O n e has simply to listen to their imagery.
Homer conceives of the human body in its parts and
in its corality (body, soul and mind were nor yet distinct
categories '4) as a well constructed artifact. 7 have my yes, ears
a n d both myfeetanda noos (mind) wellconstructed (teucho) in my
chest, " he says.li Organs, body-members and even the noos
(mind-spirit-soul) are fabrications which dependon good "craftsmanship." The individual is a larger structure in which parrs
have to "fit well together"(ararisko). Phrenes (mind-feelings) is
something rhat can be built (tektainetaz); a prudent person is one
"well fitted" in his phrenes (phresin a r i r o ~ ) .Phrenes,
~"
resemble
the work of a tekton in which good construction depends on the
way the pieces are put together; (ararisko: to fit well; harmonia:
means of fasrening, harmony are of the same root arx). Homer
uses the same epithet, isos, for a properly built boat as well as for

a virtuous human being; both are isoi, "well balanced in construction.""
T h e limbs (melea) can be "unloosed" (lyo), like
hamzonia-rhe actual fastening in a construction-can be unloosed, like a wall can be "unloosed." In building phraseology,
the expression "to unbind a wall" (lyo to teikhos) means to
deconstruct a wall.'To build a wall (demo) was understood as
involving a kindofdesis(or syndesix fasrening). "Asimilar notion
is reflected in the way Homer refers to the body. It is not only
a well crafted artifacr but it is also a well bounded compound
held together by some powerful "fastening" element. T h e
precariousness of the human condition is well reflected in this
powerful image. Once rhe "string" is let loose the cohesion and
coherence of the whole are destroyed.
Homer does nor tell us what are the means of "fasteni n g which are involved in the "construction" of the human
body; i.e., how it becomes a demas, a well bounded and built
whole. But he give us some clues as to when this unified
construction disintegrates: When there is no life in it, the demas
becomes a soma (a corpse). And since phrenes (mind-sou1)in
Homer is, among other things, the seat of life or life itself,''' it
may very well be that it isphrenesthat providing the "live bonds"
that keep the body alive, thar make it a demas. The human body
as demas implies both a sense of "building" and of "fastening."
The sense ofC'Building,"stresses its artful construction; thesense
of "fastening" implies its uniry and its being alive.
Listening to Homer one becomes aware ofan ability in
him to hold together the concrete and the abstract notion of a
word as well as an aptitude to keep the natural and the artificial
in a reciprocal relationship. In the Homeric world, the living
body is thought ofas an artifact and at the same rime an artifacr
can embody a living thing. Hamzonia is the means of fastening
rhe planks of a boat (concrete) yet also an agreement between
human beings, an invisible bond rhat keeps them together
(abstract). Tektonescan built houses but they can also construct
thoughts. This makes easier to accept thar "to built" ( Tektaino)
and "to beget" (tikto), in thegreeklanguage, may possibly be two
transformations based on thesame root "Tek. Homer initiates
(or records) a relationship that was gradually transformed into
the body-building analogy ofarchitectural theories. Before it can
be found in architectural records, the analogy is articulated by
Plato. In Tzmaeos, Plato gives an account of how the world came
into being. H e portrays God as a Tekton and his artifact, the
universe, as a living being modeled out of the human body. As
in Homer, Plato's imagery is revealing: The poesis (making) of
the world is a construction. God is called a Demiourgos, an
artisan H e is also referred to as tektainomenos (acting like a
tekton). H e works by using as a model the living body, his work
is therefore a mimesis, like any other art-work. (Ir is absolutely
necessary, Plato says, that the world is the image of something
and that it should be built according to a model ( p a ~ a d e i ~ m a ) ) .
This divine artificer proportions his materials and uses symmetries (proportions) like any other good artisan."'
The amount oftechnical terms and especially building
terms used in describing this poesis is amazing. God tektainei
(builts-joins), armozei (fits) and oikodomei (builds houses or
simply builds)." The "building up of Phrenes" that we found in
Homer, has an equivalent in the "building up ofthe soul" in the
body in Plato (psychen synetektaineto). As in Homer, the eyes
were "constructed" (synetektenato); and within the head organs
(eyes, ears, etc.) were "fastened" (enedesan). God had "build"
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(etektinato) the whole universe perfect (teleon), giving to it its
appropriate shape (schema). H e had "joined together and constructed [he heaven." Everything was "structured" (to pan
synetektaineto). Everything was made with skill and knowledge,
rhus with art (ek technes). The gods "build" the human body
around [he soul, "working with lathe and chisel around it"
(peritorneusan). After they finished the mortal body they "build
(pros-okodomoun)" inside it a mortal soul." Finally, a threeparted soul "was housed" (katokistar) inside every mortal. And
the building imagery goes on and on...
In Plato, as in Homer, the members ofthe living beingkosmos are "fitted together" (armotousin). Different elemenrs
and body parts are joined and built up (tektaino-oikodomo) like
parts of a house. Any living being, either the whole universe or
che individual human being, is made perfect and complete with
[he use of analogiai (proportions) which, amazingly enough,
Placo calls drsmoi (means of fastening- bonds). These numerical
analogiai, rhese "bonds" are the ones that guarantee harmony
(harmonia) in the universe, in the soul, in music as well as in any
artifact. I believe it is extraordinary to realise that the notion of
lmrmoniaas a means ofbinding, a notion thar is found in Homer
and in technical terminology, is still present in Plato. The means
of fastening, concrete and tangible in Homer are rransformed
here inro marhematical proportions. And yet for Plato too, their
binding power is equally strong. Harmony is one of those
wonderf~ilwords rhat. in the Greek mind, could assume simultaneously a tectonic, a musical and an abstract (mathematical)
character. And yer harmony is also what keeps the human body
togethe1 and guaranrees its good "tuning" and "fitting."i4
According to Plato, for rhepoesis (making) of both the
universe and the individual human being, the model was one
and the same, the materials were the same and the "construc[ion" followed the rules of making a well adiusted house. This
weli adjusted house-body, Homer has called demas. Plato's
Timaios is a commentary and a development of this basic
notion, in which rhe house-body relationship is expanded to
incorporare the whole universe. Body-house-universe are all
made up by similar rules. Each one ofrhem has been set in order
(dia-kokdthe) by division and arrange men^'^ Each one of them
is a kosmos, an order and an embellishment ...It is quite evident
char when Plato attempts an understanding of the making and
working of the Kosmos, he resorts to the art of building ro
provide him with analogies and mediating tools. The human
body provides the model for kosmos, the body (of the universe
and of the individual being) is "fashioned like a house" and the
rectonics process serves as a paradigm that explains life in its
makingU ...
Homeric and Platonic images present the body and its
functions "as if' it were an artifact. Art seems to mediate and
exolain
life. Homer's and Plaro's use of technical terms most
L
probably reflects the notions of rhe artisans of their times; In
both, rhe body- building analogy is to be understood as a
metaphor in the original sense of the term; (metaphero: to carry
over). In that sense "to be like something" means to be able to
rake its place, to embody it. Hence within this frame of mind,
"the body is like a building" means "the body is a building." And
the art of tectonics is rheBrt of embodiments.
Homer first and Plato later, present us with the notion
of a reciprocal relarionship between body and building. This
notion has been adopted by many architectural thinkers, it has
been elaborated upon and transformed into the much celebrated
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body-building metaphor. Vitruvius is the firsr architect [hat we
know who elaborates on it: "The planning of the temples
depends upon symmetria ...For without symmetria and proporrions no temple can have a regular plan: that is, it must have an
exact proportion worked out afier the fashion ofthe members of
a finely shaped human body."'~urthermore,Vitruviussays,the
paradigm for the making of a column was the human body.
Always according to Vitruvius, the doric column displays the
proportions and the attributes of the male figure and character,
the Ionic of the female, and so on. Hence, we can add, the
column is a metaphor for the human body in a very ontological
sense: it metapherei (transfers) the proportions and traits of rhe
human body and thus it embodies them in stone.
Alberti joins Vitruvius in emphasizing the alliance
between building and the living body:
Just as the head, foot, a n d indeed any member must
correspondto each other a n d to all the rest of the body in an animal,
so in building, a n d especially in temple, the parts of the whole body
must be composed that they all correspond one to another, a n d any
one, taken individually, may provide the dimensions of all the rest.
Alberti also refers to a wall as a living beingwith bones, ligamenrs
and muscles."
The Christian Byzantine authors describe the different
parts of the church as corresponding to different parts of the
human body: "The entire church is an image of the Universe, of
the visible world and of man; within it, the chancel represents
man's soul, the altar his spirit, the naos his body. T h e Bishop's
Entrance into the church symbolizes Christ coming inro rhe
flesh, his Entrance into the Bema Christ's Ascension to
Heaven..."" For Michelangelo "there is no question but that
architectural members reflect the members of Man and that
those who do not know the human body cannot be good
architects."" And for Rodin a Man is "a walking Cathedral."
This metaphorical way ofthinking and doingarchireccure is still strong in some societies as S. Blier has shown for the
case of Batammaliba architecrure.(Africa). In their architecture
one can still observe how buildings and their parts can be
ontological metaphors, and rhus embodiments, of the forces of
life, of the male and the female bodies and of their attribute^.^^)
In the ancient Greek world, R. Padel has shown, the
Greek theater (the building) could embody notions of the inner
and outer self, of male and female attribute^.^' In a similar
fashion, I believe that the Greek temple with its surrounding
columns, independent yet relating to one another, standing
equal yet never exactly the same and all together supporting a
common goal, embodies the Greek notion of citizenship. In its
extrovert character with its emphasis on the ourside one can feel
the importance of the outer, rhus public life. T h e symmetria of
the temple (and in Greeksymmetriameans proportional equality
balance and equilibrium) reflects the isomonia (equality in law)
ofitscitizens. And yet, symmetriawhat guaranteed the well being
of the body, its health. Hence, through symmetria and its
embodiment in the temple, the human body, the civic body and
the building seem to reflecr and illuminate each other.
In the Greek world the ability to withhold both the
concrete and the abstract coloring of a word, is reflected in the
tectonic ability to also embody both the concrete and rhe
abstract. The possibility ofcapturing in building this ambivalent
connection, created the possibility of explaining life with the
help of the artifacts; life itself could be viewed as an artifact. It
made also possible to perceive and enjoy artifacts as embodi-
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ments of the conditions of life.
This notion of architecture as embodiment is out of
favor in our times. W e tend to talk about architecture in terms
of "concepts" and "ideas" and to place a disproportional emphasis on the visual. W e seem to favor the abstract, the cerebral and
the visual at the expense of the concrete, the corporeal and the
tactile. And yet those two, as the ancients could tell us, d o not
need to be at odds. And it is within the power ofarchitecture to
bring them together and celebrate their unity. What I am
missing most in modern buildings, says Botta, is the "erotic
dimension." The dimension, we may add, that could make a
building "feel" like a body; a building rhat will ask our fullest and
synchronous sensual and mental attention like a "living being."
The subject is touched upon sporadically by other architects. F.
Gehry, for example, is an architect whose work evokes bodybuilding analogies. In Gehry, it is the dynamic body and its
interactions that comes into play." A building-and the parts of
a building-" he says, "should have that energy ofbodies, forms
together rhat have an effect on each other." Refering to his
Center in Paris, Gehry points out that the building is "like a
ballet dancer, a ballerina lifting her skirt, inviting people to come
inside ..." In some other point he refers to his building as having
a "body language." O n e may of course say that this is just a
metaphorical way ofspeaking. But I believe is much more than
that. The sculptural body-units of Gehry's buildings and their
dynamic interaction emanate the vitality of living beings. This
outcome is not achieved by making buildings look like human
beings-that would be absurd-, but by "embodying" human
attributes and traits in a "tectonic" way.
In a more fundamental level, the architect who argued
for the need to re-cover the lost relationship between tectonics
and the human body was Le Corbusier. His Modulor is the most
profound modern attempt to recapture and re-establish a bond
benveen building and body. Le ~orbusier'sideas have not yet
been fully understood neither have they been fully explored.
Their power lies not so much in his specific solution but in the
streng;h of his argument. Le or busier argued that architecture
could developed an "architectural scale" whic could do for
architecture what the musiacl scale does for music. Le Corbusier
tried to find the "qualitative relationships" of architectural
measurements that could be the equivalent of ''qualitative"
musical proportions. His effort was to establish proportions and
measurements that could be "architecturally meaningful." And
he believed that it was the human body and its relationships that
could provide the clues in such an undertaking And yet, by
"incorporating" the proportion of the human body in building
measurement, one rranfers the relationships of the human body
in construction. This is a fundamental way of embodying
,
ourselves and our understanding of ourselves in our making.
Architecture then becomes the art of embodiment through
tectonics, the art that can "built" the abstract cogether with the
concrete.

-

NOTES

1. There arc other verbs like terrcho (make, fabricate, construct) or poieo
(nlake) but their use is much broader. Tektainoand demoseem to have been
used exclusively in building operations. See Liddell and Scott's Lexzcon;
Orlandos' Lexicon; Chantraine's Dictionnazre; Lexrcon ofHomerrc D i a k c ~
Hesychius; Eymol Magnum.
2. C;hantra~ne: Dictronnaire E y m , , p. 1 100; Benveniste: "le problemen, pp.
140, 14 1 ; h n d : the Histoy of wordspertarnzrzg to C r e , p.5
3. Since thc verb pelekuo(working with apelekys) was used in both stone and

wood work; seepeleako, pelekema, prlekisis, pelekitesetc. Orlandos: Lexicon,
p. 202; for Greek tools o n wood see Orlandos: YlikaV. 1 pp. 39; for tools
on stone YlikaV.2 .pp.
. 116-121; also Lrxzcon
Hesychios, Souidas, Polydeukis, Apollodoros of Karystos and others; e.g.
Hesch: tekton: pas technztes (every artisan); Souidas: tekton :laoxoos ke o ton
.$on eidemon (the stone carver and the wood-expert).
Although there are a few exceptions like tekton keraxooi: (tekton: worker in
horn, Homer: Iliad, D, 110; tekton halkou: tekton working in bronze, C I G
111 add. 41 58; For a detailed discussion on references to tekton and its
different notions as presented by ancient texts, see Orlandos: Ylika, V.2,
pp. 36-38. Also Lund's, op. cir. pp.4-8
IG I1 2,2 (1) 167772 185
Bassileia B, e. 11. see also Orlandos, Ylika, V. l .,p.36
Polydeukis, O n . l,l2.7,117. see also Orlandos' lexicon, p.247
For the Hellenistic view of a tekton see Orlandos, OD.c i t . . ~ . 3 7
10. In most cosmogonic accounts there is first an undifferentiated whole. At
some point this d~videsand splirs into two. T h e two (opposing) forces or
parts created then they come together and by their union other things are
brought inro existence. Separation and union define and describe creation.
1 1. There are four mathematical operation: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division; bur multiplication is a form of addition; they can
therefore be grouped together as one mode ofoperarion. T h e same can be
said for subtracting and dividing.
12. Demowas also used in road construction (Herodotos) or the construction
of a level plot e.g. a vineyard (Homer); Benveniste, op. cit., p. 17
13. Homer, Iliad, Z 3151316; Iliad, E, 59. For a derailed reference to all
instances thar Homer uses the two words see Lexicon oftheHomericDzalert.
14. ChadwickandBaubach: TheMycenean Greek V o c a b u h ~seealso Chantraine
and Benveniste. T h e meaning of the last one "e re d o mo" has nor been
deciphered because the meaning of "ere" is unknown; Benveniste thinks
possible that "ere" refers to a type ofedifice rhar srill needs to be identified;
for a discussion see Benveniste, op. cit., p. 19. ft. 1.
15. Orlandos' Lexicon and Ylika; Chantraine Dictzonnaire,
16. Chantraine, op. cit., phreno-tekton (Ar.), p. 1100
17. Chantraine's Dzctzonnaire, Benveniste's Homophonies; Lexicon ofHomeric
Dialect; for all technical terms that derive from demosee Orlandos' Lexicon.
18. Snell, for example, was convinced that the notion of the human body as a
whole does not exist in Homer. Ir is never the human body, he says, but
a part or some parts of it that participate in action or suffer theconsequences
ofanorher, and the samecan besaid for feelingsor thoughts. T h e Homeric
body is fragmenred, he concludes.
19. Chantraine's Diction. p.261; Benveniste's homophonies, p. 18, ft. 3; also
Lexicon of Homeric Dialect.
20. In advbl. acc. with genic., demas in the build of, after thesimilitude of, like;
(as "like" has developed fr. orig. Teutonic 'liko-, body, form). Lexicon of
Homeric Dzalect.
21. Hesychius 600, 7; Etymol. Magnum, 255, 36-43
22. Etymologicon Magnum, 255, 36-41; 737, 36, 3 7 and 3 9
23. In Homer, harmonia is a means of fastening the planks of a boat. Lexicon
of Homeric Dialect.
24. For a wonderful discussion on this subject see Padel's I n a n d O u t of the
Mind.
25. Odyssq 20.365-367
26. Odyssey 10.553-554. For the impossihilicy of translatingphreneswirh one
single word see Padel, op. cir., esp. pp. 20-24.
"Phrenes contain
emotion, practical ideas, and knowledge". Phrenesare containers: they fill
with menos (anger) or rhymos (passion)...They are the holding center,
folding the hart, holding the liver ...
"YOUare struck, you know, understand, tremble, feel, o r ponder in rhar
responsive, compacr, containing center", p. 21 ...."But sometimes phrenes
are an active iniriating force ...people feel intense love and grief inphrenes.
Phrenes are actively, decisively emotional and imaginative," p.22
27. For this use of isorwhich literally mean "equal" see Vlastos' "Equality and
Justice in Early Greek Philosophies."
28. Iliad, 16.805. Also See 40in Orlandos' Lexicon, p.173
29. L~ddelland Scott, op. cir., phrenesas opposed r o p y h e (the departed soul).
30. See Kophiniotis Le.xzcon; he connects tekton to tikto (beget).
3 1. God, the Demiorrrgos, is referred to as rektainomenos acting as a Tekton. See
also Tim. 28C; 28,41A, 4 1 C erc. Also 29B-D. And 39E; 47E; 67C; 69AC ; 8 7 C etc.
A
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32. T h e following is nor a complete list but just a few references: tektaino: 28C,
33B,39B, 68E. 69.70E andothers. armottoorsynarmotto, 32B,3 jB, 36E,
56C, 69B and many others; oikodomo or dioikodomo: 69E, 70, 70B and
many others.
33. lbid. 29E; 45B and 45C; 33B; 32C; 30B; 69B-70.
34. Plaro ralks about rhe human body as being held in rension and rune like a
musical instrurnenr(in Meno).
35. Timazos, 69E, 70, 70B erc.
36. Virruvius, Book 3, ch. 1
37. Alberri, On the Art ofBuildingin Ten Books, book 7. ch.5. For the wall as
.I living being see book 3.
38. R. Krdurheimer: Early Christian and BymntineArchitecture, partfive. This
interpretation is according to Maximus the Confessor (early 630
BC).
3'). M~chclangelo,in a letter of about 1560. Mihnesi Le lettere diMicheLzngelo
Rmnarott. Florence, 1875, p.554. Mentioned by Wirrkower in "Architecrural I'r~nriples in rhe Age of Humanismn,part four, ft.2.
1 0 . \. Blier: TheAnat~m~ofArchitermre;
OntologvandMetaphor in Batammahba
Arch~iertz~rfll
.kxpresszon.
4 1 . It. P.,dcl'\ "Making the Space Speak"in Nothing to do with Dionysos.

